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THE WHITE BOOK
REGULATIONS (FINANCE)
REGULATION F1
Scholarships, Exhibitions and Prizes
1. This Regulation is made under Ordinance D,XII,4-7.
Scholarships and Exhibitions
2. A Scholarship shall be awarded to any:
(a) undergraduate student; or
(b) LLM, MCL, MASt or BTh student, or any other student pursuing a taught graduate
course;
who is placed in any University Tripos or final examination which is Classed and/or
publishes an Order of Merit either:
(i) in the top quartile of the relevant Order of Merit; or
(ii) in the First Class, for any examination where no Order of Merit is published.
3. An Exhibition shall be awarded to any student falling within paragraph 2(a) or 2(b) who
is placed likewise:
(a) within the 26-35th percentile; or
(b) at least 30 percentiles higher than the student achieved in his or her immediately
previous University examination; or
(c) two Classes higher than the student achieved in his or her immediately preceding
examination, for any examination where no Order of Merit is published
4. A Scholarship or Exhibition shall be held for one year. No student may be awarded both
a Scholarship and an Exhibition in the same academic year. Students shall be eligible for
the award of a Scholarship or Exhibition in respect of each year of their courses.
Academic Prizes
5. Annual Tripos Prizes shall be awarded in recognition of examination success above the
Scholarship standard under paragraph [2].
6. Tripos Prizes shall be awarded only for performances in University Tripos examinations
and fourth-year integrated Master’s examinations (i.e. Engineering including Chemical
Engineering and Manufacturing Engineering, Natural Sciences, Mathematics and any
similar Master’s examinations introduced by the University hereafter).
7. Tripos Prizes shall be awarded to any undergraduate student who is placed in an eligible
University examination for Honours within the 1st-10th percentile of the relevant Order
of Merit, for any examination in which such Order is available.
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8. Graduate Prizes, for excellence in University examinations above the Scholarship
standard under paragraph [2], by graduate students pursuing taught Master’s courses
such as the LLM, MCL or MASt, may be awarded by the Graduate Tutors from year to
year, according to published criteria.
9. Where a monetary Prize Fund is established in the name of a donor and/or in a defined
subject or subject area, a Prize or Prizes in that name and/or in that subject shall be
awarded each year, according to the value of the available funds; unless there are no
eligible recipients in that year. Any monies from an established Prize Fund which are
unexpended on its purposes in any year may be used for the award in that year of Prizes
under paragraph [10].
10. A student who qualifies for a Prize in a subject for which there is no established
monetary Prize Fund shall be awarded a Prize in the name of the College.
11. A student may be awarded both a Tripos Prize or Graduate Prize and a Scholarship in the
same academic year.
Other Prizes
12. The Council may from time to time award other Prizes, in recognition of achievement in
extracurricular activities, events or competitions, such as for poetry, reading or music.
Financial value
13. Scholarships, Exhibitions and Prizes shall carry a monetary value determined by the
Council from time to time.

